
CyberHub Joins Hands with Infopercept to
Optimize and Integrate Cybersecurity of Saudi
Organizations

To provide   Security Operations Center (SOC) services that leverage open-source innovation in

cybersecurity to combat new-age sophisticated cyberattacks

RIYADH, RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA, April 13, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Cybershub (Group of ITIS),

Securing digital assets is a

must for organizations, and

especially now when

cyberattacks are rising at an

unprecedented rate.”

Mr. Mohammad Shaban

today announced its partnership with Infopercept, a global

managed security services provider. Under this

partnership, CyberHub will provide Infopercept’s new age

SOC services to the regional organizations.

Cyberattacks are all-time high amid the dynamic situation

due to the pandemic. More and more Saudi organizations

are moving towards digital transformation and cloud

adoption. This transformation has increased the attack

surface for adversaries. The main aim of this partnership, between Infopercept and CyberHub, is

to provide protection against all kinds of cyberattacks. With years of experience, Infopercept is

able to provide intelligence from an attacker’s point of view.

“Infopercept, which started as a cybersecurity service provider over a decade ago, has identified

two major gaps in the way organizations are responding to cyberattacks. The first is that

companies are not thinking like the attackers. Cybersecurity providers lag the attackers as they

tend to focus only on techniques, while the attackers are focused on tactics, and keep changing

their techniques. The second is they are trying to address the problem with point solutions, while

the effective solution is a system that targets the attackers’ tactics by integrating all security

solutions,” said Jaydeep Ruparelia, co-founder and CEO, Infopercept Consulting.

“Our partnership with CyberHub will help us to leverage their experience in the region to protect

organizations from cybercrime. We are sure to provide integrated cybersecurity to the

organizations of Saudi Arabia. With our new platform called Invinsense, we can help companies

with integrating their SEIM, SOAR, EDR, Deception, Moving Target Defence and Breach Attack

Simulations. This will help to combat integrated cyberattacks that combine human and

automation. If any organization does not have any of these cybersecurity tools, we help them to

leverage it through the open-source innovation.”

http://www.einpresswire.com


CyberHub Cofounder & CEO Mr. Mohammad Shaban said, “Infopercept is an established

managed security service provider with a long and proven track record. Securing digital assets is

a must for organizations, and especially now when cyberattacks are rising at an unprecedented

rate. As we gear up to provide security and compliance like SAMA and others to Saudi

organizations, we couldn’t have found a better partner than Infopercept.”

About Infopercept Consulting

Infopercept Consulting is a Global Managed Security Service Provider and Enterprise

Cybersecurity Solutions Provider. Founded in 2014, Infopercept has a strong international

presence in the United States, UK, India, Africa, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, and Oman. Infopercept

adopts tailored strategies to fight digital adversaries and to protect clients’ digital assets.

Infopercept believes that having the right tools is important but being armed with a proper

strategy to use the tools is even more important. It provides various security solutions such as

SOC (Security Optimization Centre), COC (Compliance Optimization Centre), TOC (Technology

Optimization Centre) and AOC (Automation Onboarding Centre) depending on client

requirements. 

For more information, please visit www.infopercept.com

About CyberHub

Cybershub is a multi-national globally trusted business partner providing software security and

business intelligence solutions that protect content, devices, applications and communications

across multiple markets.

Many of the world’s largest service providers and leading innovators trust Cybershub to protect

systems that people depend on every day. With more than 12+ years of experience and the top

minds in the industry, Cybershub is uniquely positioned to understand and proactively anticipate

security and business challenges for our customers.

We partner to provide the best solution that is cost-effective, easy to deploy and supported with

responsive customer service with teams based worldwide.

For more information, please visit https://cybershub.com/
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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